1. Introduction {#sec1-behavsci-08-00107}
===============

Social and educational mobility has major implications for individuals' health and well-being \[[@B1-behavsci-08-00107],[@B2-behavsci-08-00107],[@B3-behavsci-08-00107]\]. High socioeconomic status and access to more social resources reduce exposure to stress \[[@B4-behavsci-08-00107]\] and enhance one's social network \[[@B5-behavsci-08-00107]\], health behaviors \[[@B3-behavsci-08-00107]\], materialistic and human resources \[[@B6-behavsci-08-00107],[@B7-behavsci-08-00107]\], and access to social power \[[@B8-behavsci-08-00107],[@B9-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Individuals and groups that are located at the top of the society face less risk factors and have better access to a wide range of social and economic buffers that can be relied on when the risk occurs \[[@B10-behavsci-08-00107]\]. High status SES boosts sense of control over life, self-efficacy, and sense of mastery \[[@B10-behavsci-08-00107]\] which are protective for the health and well-being of the individuals \[[@B11-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Through all these mechanisms, our relative position in the social hierarchy (in economic terms) has major implications for several health and well-being outcomes \[[@B12-behavsci-08-00107]\], as well explained in the "social gradient in health" \[[@B13-behavsci-08-00107]\] and "fundamental cause theory" \[[@B14-behavsci-08-00107],[@B15-behavsci-08-00107]\].

Empirical evidence has documented subgroup (e.g., groups based on race, gender, and their intersections) variations in the effects of social status and socioeconomic and human resources on health \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107],[@B18-behavsci-08-00107]\]. This is in part because social mobility may entail differential processes for racial and race by gender groups \[[@B19-behavsci-08-00107],[@B20-behavsci-08-00107]\]. According to the Minorities' Diminished Return theory \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\], upward social mobility as well as socioeconomic resources have smaller effects on the health and well-being of African Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities compared to Whites. Educational upward mobility differently influences the lives of Whites and African Americans, with social mobility altering exposure of Whites to social stress, however, for African Americans, exposure to stress is persistently high, regardless of intergenerational mobility \[[@B20-behavsci-08-00107]\]. For African Americans, high social status increases likelihood of contact with Whites at the workplace, neighborhood, and school, which in turn increases perceived discrimination \[[@B21-behavsci-08-00107],[@B22-behavsci-08-00107],[@B23-behavsci-08-00107],[@B24-behavsci-08-00107]\]. As a result, the effects of education attainment of parent \[[@B25-behavsci-08-00107]\] and self \[[@B26-behavsci-08-00107]\] on stress \[[@B27-behavsci-08-00107]\], quality of life \[[@B28-behavsci-08-00107]\], well-being \[[@B29-behavsci-08-00107]\], subjective health \[[@B30-behavsci-08-00107]\], life satisfaction \[[@B31-behavsci-08-00107]\], mental distress \[[@B32-behavsci-08-00107],[@B33-behavsci-08-00107]\], obesity \[[@B34-behavsci-08-00107],[@B35-behavsci-08-00107],[@B36-behavsci-08-00107]\], chronic disease \[[@B27-behavsci-08-00107]\], and mortality \[[@B37-behavsci-08-00107]\] are systemically smaller for African Americans in comparison to Whites \[[@B38-behavsci-08-00107],[@B39-behavsci-08-00107]\].

The processes and outcomes of social and educational mobility, however, are not exclusively shaped by race as they are also influenced by other social identities such as gender \[[@B18-behavsci-08-00107],[@B19-behavsci-08-00107]\]. In a study on a national sample of African Americans, education attainment showed a protective effect against psychological distress for females but not males \[[@B18-behavsci-08-00107]\]. In another study by Chetty et al., \[[@B19-behavsci-08-00107]\] it was not race/ethnicity but the intersection of race/ethnicity and gender that altered likelihood of social mobility in the US. In their study, African American males were the group with least likelihood to be upwardly mobile and most likely to experience downward social mobility \[[@B19-behavsci-08-00107]\]. This is probably because racism does differently block chances for upward social mobility of African American males and females with African American males at a relative disadvantage in comparison to African American females when it comes to racism and discrimination \[[@B40-behavsci-08-00107]\]. This is also supported by the considerable evidence suggesting that high SES (e.g., high education attainment and income) operate as a vulnerability factor for African American males but not females \[[@B21-behavsci-08-00107],[@B22-behavsci-08-00107],[@B41-behavsci-08-00107],[@B42-behavsci-08-00107],[@B43-behavsci-08-00107]\].

Aims {#sec1dot1-behavsci-08-00107}
----

The current study used a nationally representative sample of American adults to investigate the effects of race/ethnicity and parental education attainment on intergenerational educational mobility (net algebraic difference between parent and own education attainment) of Americans. We are particularly interested in the multiplicative rather than additive effects of race/ethnicity and parental education attainment on own education attainment (intergenerational educational mobility). We also explored gender differences in these effects.

We argue that the processes involved with intergenerational upward educational mobility are not universal but specific to each racial and ethnic group. At the same time, SES and social mobility have different implications for the well-being of diverse groups. We specifically hypothesize that intergenerational educational mobility is not the result of algebraic sum of race/ethnicity and resources (e.g., parental education) but their interactive and multiplicative effects. Although we expect parent education to boost respondent education attainment of the offspring, we expect this boosting effect to be smaller for African Americans than Whites, in line with the Minorities' Diminished Returns \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\] and also the empirical evidence on transgenerational transition of human and materialistic resources \[[@B44-behavsci-08-00107],[@B45-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Guided by the results by Chetty et al., \[[@B19-behavsci-08-00107]\] and other research \[[@B18-behavsci-08-00107]\], we also expect considerable gender differences in these effects. To be more specific, we expect race by parent education interaction for African American males but not females \[[@B19-behavsci-08-00107]\].

The results are expected to help us with understanding why social mobility, social status, and SES resources are far less protective for African Americans compared to Whites \[[@B46-behavsci-08-00107],[@B47-behavsci-08-00107],[@B48-behavsci-08-00107],[@B49-behavsci-08-00107]\], as described in the Minorities' Diminished Returns theory \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\]. The results may also shed light on why upward educational mobility and high education attainment may increase vulnerability of African Americans, particularly men \[[@B43-behavsci-08-00107]\].

2. Methods {#sec2-behavsci-08-00107}
==========

2.1. Design and Settings {#sec2dot1-behavsci-08-00107}
------------------------

The National Survey of American Life (NSAL) is a landmark cross-sectional mental health survey of African American adults and a non-Hispanic White control group in the US \[[@B50-behavsci-08-00107],[@B51-behavsci-08-00107],[@B52-behavsci-08-00107]\]. We briefly describe the study design and methods, however, more details on this regard are available elsewhere \[[@B50-behavsci-08-00107],[@B51-behavsci-08-00107],[@B52-behavsci-08-00107]\].

2.2. Participants and Sampling {#sec2dot2-behavsci-08-00107}
------------------------------

The NSAL study used a household probability sample to generate a nationally representative sample of American adults. In the NSAL study, African Americans and non-Hispanic Whites were drawn from rural areas, large cities, and urban areas \[[@B50-behavsci-08-00107],[@B51-behavsci-08-00107],[@B52-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Using a multistage sampling design, the NSAL enrolled African Americans and Whites if they were (1) adults (age 18 years and older), (2) resided in the coterminous US (i.e., 48 states), (3) noninstitutionalized individuals, and (4) able to conduct a structured interview in English. Exclusion criteria included residing in nursing homes, long-term medical care settings, prisons, and jails or not speaking English \[[@B50-behavsci-08-00107],[@B51-behavsci-08-00107],[@B52-behavsci-08-00107]\]. The analytical sample for this paper included 4461 adults (891 non-Hispanic Whites and 3570 African Americans).

2.3. Data Collection and Procesures {#sec2dot3-behavsci-08-00107}
-----------------------------------

Data were collected using structured interviews. All interviews were conducted in English. The interviewee and interviewers were matched on race. Most (82%) of all NSAL interviews were conducted as face-to-face and only 14% of them were conducted by telephone. Computer-Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) was used for the face-to-face interviews. In CAPI, computers are used to assist participants answer lengthy questionnaires with complex skip patterns. Some evidence suggests that CAPI enhances data quality particularly for long and complex surveys \[[@B53-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Interviews took 140 min on average to complete. The response rate was 71% and 70% for African Americans and non-Hispanic Whites, respectively.

2.4. Measures and Variables {#sec2dot4-behavsci-08-00107}
---------------------------

The study constructs used for the current analysis included race/ethnicity (measured), gender (measured), age (measured), parental education attainment (measured), respondent's education attainment (measured), and intergenerational upward educational mobility (calculated).

*Race/Ethnicity.* Race/ethnicity was measured as self-identified. Participants self-reported their race either as African American or White Americans. African Americans were defined as Blacks who do not have ancestral ties to any Caribbean countries.

*Education Attainment.* Years of schooling (education) were measured using self-reported data. This variable was treated as a continuous measure which could potentially range from 4 to 17. Separate variables measured maternal education attainment, paternal education attainment, and respondent's education attainment, all being self-reported. That is, participants were asked to report the number of years of schooling of their own and their parents' including their mothers (or the women who raised them) and fathers (or the men who raised them). In cases where education information was only available for one parent, that parent's education attainment was considered as highest parental education. When education information was reported for both parents, the highest level of education was considered as parental educational attainment.

*Intergenerational Educational Upward Mobility.* Intergenerational educational mobility was conceptualized as the algebraic difference between respondent's and their parents' years of education. A positive score was indicative of an upward intergenerational educational mobility (individual who have higher education attainment than their parents), a score of zero was indicative of no intergenerational educational mobility (respondents with similar education attainment compared to their parents), and a negative score was indicative of a downward intergenerational educational mobility (respondents who have less education than their parents). This variable was operationalized as an interval variable \[[@B54-behavsci-08-00107]\].

2.5. Statistical Analysis {#sec2dot5-behavsci-08-00107}
-------------------------

Given the complex sampling design of the NSAL, we used sampling weights for data analysis. We used Stata 15.0 (Stata Corp; College Station, TX, USA) for univariate, bivariate, and multivariable data analysis. We used Taylor series linearization for recalculation of the design-based standard errors (SEs), thus all the inferences reported here are representative to the US adult population. Given that we were only interested in comparing Whites and African Americans, we used sub-pop survey commands. We performed all of our analyses for the pooled sample as well as specific to each race/ethnic group.

For descriptive purposes, we used survey mean and proportions (%). For bivariate analysis that compares Whites and African Americans, we applied independent samples test as well as Pearson Chi-square test. For multivariable analysis, we used four linear regression models. From our regression analyses, we reported unstandardized (adjusted) regression coefficients (b), 95% confidence intervals (CIs), z, and *p* levels.

Four linear regression models were fitted to the data. To operationalize intergenerational educational mobility as the outcome, we considered parental education attainment as the independent variable and own education attainment as the dependent variable. Due to this operationalization, outcome is in fact the own education after controlling for parental education, which is intergenerational educational mobility. Age was the covariate. Race/ethnicity and gender were the focal moderators. The first two linear regression models were estimated in the pooled sample that included both Whites and African Americans. Model 1-a did not include any interaction term. Model 2-a also included a race by parental education interaction term. Model 3-a and Model 4-a were conducted for each racial/ethnic group. That is Model 3-a for Whites and Model 4-a for African Americans only. We also ran similar models for males (Model 1-b to Model 4-b) and females (Model 1-c to Model 4-c).

3. Results {#sec3-behavsci-08-00107}
==========

3.1. Descriptive Statistics {#sec3dot1-behavsci-08-00107}
---------------------------

This study included a total number of 4461 American adults who were non-Hispanic Whites (*n* = 891) or African Americans (*n* = 3570). [Table 1](#behavsci-08-00107-t001){ref-type="table"} provides the summary of the descriptive statistics in the pooled sample and by race/ethnicity. African Americans had lower parental and own education attainment compared to Whites, however, they had higher intergenerational educational mobility than Whites (*p* \< 0.05). African Americans and Whites also differed in age and gender, with African Americans being younger and being more composed of women, compared to Whites.

3.2. Linear Regressions for Both Genders {#sec3dot2-behavsci-08-00107}
----------------------------------------

[Table 2](#behavsci-08-00107-t002){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of four linear regression models with parental educational attainment as the main predictor of interest and own education attainment as the main outcome. Model 1-a and Model 2-a were in the pooled sample. Model 3-a and Model 4-a were for White Americans and for African Americans. Model 1-a, which only included the main effects, showed a significant positive association between parental education attainment on intergenerational educational mobility, net of race, age, and gender. Model 2-a showed a significant interaction between race/ethnicity and parental education on intergenerational educational mobility, showing a smaller effect of parental education on intergenerational educational mobility for African Americans compared to Whites.

3.3. Linear Regressions for Males {#sec3dot3-behavsci-08-00107}
---------------------------------

[Table 3](#behavsci-08-00107-t003){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of four other linear regression models for males (Model 1-b to Model 4-b). The interaction between race and parental education attainment could not be found for males.

3.4. Linear Regressions for Females {#sec3dot4-behavsci-08-00107}
-----------------------------------

[Table 4](#behavsci-08-00107-t004){ref-type="table"} summarizes of the results of four other linear regression models for females (Model 1-c to Model 4-c). Our further analysis showed that the interaction between race and parental education attainment could be found for females.

4. Discussion {#sec4-behavsci-08-00107}
=============

Using a nationally representative sample of White and African American adults, the current study showed three findings. First, overall, race was not associated with intergenerational educational mobility (i.e., the difference between respondent's and parents' education attainment). Second, having higher parental education attainment was positively associated with intergenerational educational mobility. Third, the effect of highest parental education attainment on respondent education attainment was larger for Whites than African Americans. Forth, this race difference (smaller effect of parental education attainment on intergenerational upward educational mobility) could be only found for females but not males.

Race did not have a main effect on the intergenerational educational mobility in our multivariable analysis, however, our bivariate analysis showed a larger net difference between respondents' and parents' education for African Americans comparison to Whites. The bivariate effect may be due to ceiling effects for Whites/floor effects for Blacks \[[@B55-behavsci-08-00107],[@B56-behavsci-08-00107]\], given that in previous generations, African Americans had disproportionately lower education attainment than Whites \[[@B57-behavsci-08-00107],[@B58-behavsci-08-00107]\]. The historical gap in education attainment of races would mean more room for improvement for Blacks than Whites. Filling such historical cap would require multiple generations to narrow and close. As a result, we expected more improvement for the new generations of African Americans to surpass education attainment of their parents, compared to Whites. Although civil right movement enhanced African Americans' education opportunities \[[@B59-behavsci-08-00107]\], such social changes occur with some considerable time lag, which may be decades and generations \[[@B60-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Race not impacting intergenerational educational mobility in US suggests that the historical gap in education attainment between African Americans and Whites is not narrowing rapidly.

Parental education attainment boosted the educational mobility of the offspring. This effect is probably due to the positive effect of parental education on the academic success of their children \[[@B61-behavsci-08-00107],[@B62-behavsci-08-00107],[@B63-behavsci-08-00107]\] as well as the education orientated mind set and value system of families in whom parents are educated \[[@B64-behavsci-08-00107],[@B65-behavsci-08-00107],[@B66-behavsci-08-00107]\]. A considerable education literature has well-established the role of parental education attainment as a robust driver of academic success and attainment of the children \[[@B61-behavsci-08-00107],[@B62-behavsci-08-00107],[@B63-behavsci-08-00107]\]. It is considerably more difficult to attain high education attainment for children if their parents are not able to educationally support them, probably due to their low education \[[@B67-behavsci-08-00107]\].

We found smaller effects of parental education attainment on educational mobility of offspring for African Americans compared to Whites, which is in line with the Minorities' Diminished Return theory \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107],[@B38-behavsci-08-00107],[@B39-behavsci-08-00107]\]. A number of intergenerational and cross-generational studies have documented similar racial differences in the returns of parental education on child outcomes. In the National Survey of Children's Health (NSCH) 2003--2004 that included 86,537 families with children 0--17 years old, major racial differences were found in the effects of parental education on family's poverty risk. Although overall, higher parental education was associated with lower risk of poverty; this effect was considerably smaller for African American compared to White families \[[@B48-behavsci-08-00107]\]. The second study used the MIDUS data, with 10 years of follow-up and showed that education attainment at baseline predicted future increase in income for White but not African American families \[[@B68-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Three other studies used 15 years follow-up data of 1781 families from birth of their child to age 15 in the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study (FFCWS) \[[@B44-behavsci-08-00107],[@B45-behavsci-08-00107],[@B69-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Although overall, maternal education at birth was protective against obesity \[[@B44-behavsci-08-00107]\], poor mental health \[[@B69-behavsci-08-00107]\], and impulsivity \[[@B45-behavsci-08-00107]\] of youth at 15 years of age; all these effects were systemically smaller for African American than White families. In one FFCWS, the same education level of parents had a larger effect on the child GPA than African American families \[[@B70-behavsci-08-00107]\]. In all these studies, race has interacted with maternal education at birth on future youth outcome, and African American families have always gained less than White families, regardless of the type of outcome. These findings are explained as the Diminished Returns of Minorities \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\].

Thus, it is not "race or class" but "race and class" that generate racial inequalities in the US \[[@B71-behavsci-08-00107]\]. This argument is well explained by Williams \[[@B72-behavsci-08-00107],[@B73-behavsci-08-00107],[@B74-behavsci-08-00107]\], Navarro \[[@B71-behavsci-08-00107]\], Shapiro \[[@B75-behavsci-08-00107]\], and Ferraro \[[@B38-behavsci-08-00107]\] among others. Racial disparities persist even at the top of the society (highest SES levels) \[[@B76-behavsci-08-00107],[@B39-behavsci-08-00107]\]. As a result, eliminating racial differences in class and SES will not be enough for elimination of the racial differences in outcomes. Policies that merely address equal opportunity will not result in equal outcomes across racial groups \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\].

In the current political climate where racism, White supremacy, and explicit racism is back in the everyday life of Americans, race and ethnic minority groups do not have equal chance for upward social mobility in the US. Even after successfully climbing the social ladder, subgroups of the society differ in how much tangible gains they receive from their parental and their own SES resources. As shown in this study, maternal education is one of the human resources that fails to generate equal tangible outcomes (respondent's education attainment) for African Americans and Whites \[[@B44-behavsci-08-00107],[@B45-behavsci-08-00107],[@B48-behavsci-08-00107],[@B49-behavsci-08-00107],[@B69-behavsci-08-00107]\].

Upward social mobility and high SES bring smaller changes to the lives of African Americans as well as other race and ethnic minority groups who have lived a life full of oppression and adversity. At each level of SES, African Americans' lives are not comparable to those of Whites, most of whom live a privileged life \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\]. As race/ethnicity is a proxy of how a group and an individual is treated by the society, and race (i.e., skin color) shapes our access to the opportunity structure \[[@B77-behavsci-08-00107],[@B78-behavsci-08-00107]\], African Americans still need to fight an uphill battle, as their social mobility cannot "buy them Whiteness" \[[@B79-behavsci-08-00107]\]. As a result, despite successfully climbing the social ladder, they still gain far less than their White Americans.

The group differences observed in this study are not likely attributable to the different choices that different groups make, but the different treatment that groups receive by the society. As a result of unfair social encounters, African Americans face many constrains in their access to the opportunity structure and social power due to pervasive structural and institutional racism. Across domains and at each level of SES, society has a preference toward Whites to non-Whites, thus upwardly social mobile African Americans will still face unfair treatment by the society, which results in SES consistently generate diminished returns for non-Whites \[[@B38-behavsci-08-00107]\]. The relative disadvantage of African Americans to Whites is largely due to racism and discrimination \[[@B21-behavsci-08-00107],[@B22-behavsci-08-00107],[@B43-behavsci-08-00107]\] that are rampant across levels and institutions.

These group differences cannot be reduced to cultural differences (e.g., culture of poverty) \[[@B80-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Instead of finding a solution, society should stop blaming the victims (e.g., African Americans) \[[@B81-behavsci-08-00107]\]. In the same lines, these differences should not be interpreted as innate group differences in intelligence or that one group is more efficient in translating their resources to outcomes than other \[[@B82-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Even if racial and ethnic minority groups have a higher tendency to use psychologically taxing coping styles, the root cause is not their maladaptive coping but the rampant stress due to persistent racism \[[@B83-behavsci-08-00107],[@B84-behavsci-08-00107],[@B85-behavsci-08-00107]\].

Although residential segregation and education quality can explain diminished returns of parental education on offspring education in African Americans than White Americans, however, they cannot explain the observed gender differences in the relevance of race and parental education on upward social mobility of African Americans \[[@B86-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Due to residential segregation, opportunities are scarcer in urban places where African Americans live compared to suburban areas where Whites predominantly reside \[[@B87-behavsci-08-00107],[@B88-behavsci-08-00107],[@B89-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Lower education quality and resources in predominantly African American communities adversely impact children educational success even when parents are motivated and educated \[[@B90-behavsci-08-00107],[@B91-behavsci-08-00107]\]. In addition, highly educated African American families stay at higher risk of poverty compared to their White counterparts \[[@B48-behavsci-08-00107]\], which means survival needs may become priority and education of the offspring may become secondary. Several other economic, societal, and psychological processes such as stressful life events \[[@B20-behavsci-08-00107]\], discrimination \[[@B43-behavsci-08-00107]\], and social mobility stress \[[@B92-behavsci-08-00107]\] can explain the diminished returns of parental education attainment for African American families relative to Whites. For example, due to structural racism, the labor market \[[@B93-behavsci-08-00107]\] and education system \[[@B48-behavsci-08-00107],[@B49-behavsci-08-00107]\] treat African Americans unfairly, thus education attainment generates smaller tangible outcomes for African Americans than Whites \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107]\].

There are also some sociological processes and psychological mechanisms (e.g., structural racism and interpersonal discrimination) that may result in gender differences in the effects of race and racism \[[@B21-behavsci-08-00107],[@B22-behavsci-08-00107],[@B43-behavsci-08-00107],[@B55-behavsci-08-00107]\]. That means, some of the processes involved in racism may differ for males and females. For instance, discrimination by the education system \[[@B94-behavsci-08-00107]\], labor market \[[@B95-behavsci-08-00107],[@B96-behavsci-08-00107],[@B97-behavsci-08-00107],[@B98-behavsci-08-00107],[@B99-behavsci-08-00107]\], police, and correctional setting \[[@B100-behavsci-08-00107],[@B101-behavsci-08-00107],[@B102-behavsci-08-00107]\] may be worse for males than females. These may explain why experience and vulnerability to discrimination is worse for African American males than females \[[@B40-behavsci-08-00107]\], why high SES increases vulnerability to discrimination \[[@B103-behavsci-08-00107]\], why education attainment protects female but not male African Americans \[[@B18-behavsci-08-00107]\], and why high SES African American men and boys but not women and girls are more depressed \[[@B42-behavsci-08-00107],[@B83-behavsci-08-00107],[@B104-behavsci-08-00107],[@B105-behavsci-08-00107],[@B106-behavsci-08-00107],[@B107-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Understanding race by gender variation in these processes are essential for an understanding of the diminished returns of African American men \[[@B43-behavsci-08-00107]\].

The results help us understand why parent education does not generate as many health benefits for African American offspring \[[@B44-behavsci-08-00107],[@B45-behavsci-08-00107],[@B69-behavsci-08-00107]\], and why SES fails to reduce poor mental health \[[@B59-behavsci-08-00107]\], discrimination \[[@B91-behavsci-08-00107]\], stress \[[@B20-behavsci-08-00107]\], and SES-related stress \[[@B92-behavsci-08-00107]\] for African Americans as Whites. Less information is available on why mental health particularly depression is worse among high SES African Americans, particularly for high SES African American males \[[@B42-behavsci-08-00107],[@B83-behavsci-08-00107],[@B104-behavsci-08-00107],[@B105-behavsci-08-00107],[@B106-behavsci-08-00107],[@B107-behavsci-08-00107]\]. All this information helps us understand the results by Steele \[[@B108-behavsci-08-00107]\], Hudson \[[@B106-behavsci-08-00107],[@B107-behavsci-08-00107],[@B109-behavsci-08-00107]\], and Fuller-Rowell \[[@B110-behavsci-08-00107]\] who have shown smaller health gain from upward social mobility in African Americans than Whites. The effects of education attainment of parent \[[@B25-behavsci-08-00107]\] and self \[[@B26-behavsci-08-00107]\] on stress \[[@B27-behavsci-08-00107]\], quality of life \[[@B28-behavsci-08-00107]\], well-being \[[@B29-behavsci-08-00107]\], subjective health \[[@B30-behavsci-08-00107]\], life satisfaction \[[@B31-behavsci-08-00107]\], mental distress \[[@B32-behavsci-08-00107]\], obesity \[[@B34-behavsci-08-00107],[@B35-behavsci-08-00107],[@B36-behavsci-08-00107]\], chronic disease \[[@B27-behavsci-08-00107]\], and mortality \[[@B37-behavsci-08-00107]\] are smaller for African Americans relative to Whites, as explained by the Minorities' Diminished Return theory \[[@B16-behavsci-08-00107],[@B17-behavsci-08-00107],[@B38-behavsci-08-00107],[@B39-behavsci-08-00107]\].

The current results extend the exiting literature on the intersections of race/ethnicity, gender/sex, and SES/class on mental health. The results advocate for taking an intersectionality approach to study the effects of race, gender, and class \[[@B111-behavsci-08-00107],[@B112-behavsci-08-00107],[@B113-behavsci-08-00107],[@B114-behavsci-08-00107],[@B115-behavsci-08-00107]\]. Using this framework, the profile and situation of each intersectionality group is not the algebraic sum of the identities that make the intersection, but the multiplicative effects of such social identities.

4.1. Study Limitations {#sec4dot1-behavsci-08-00107}
----------------------

Our study is not without limitations. First, due to cross-sectional design, the current results are indicative of association rather than causation. Thus by the term effect, we refer to statistical rather than causal effects. While race and parental education are likely to impact offspring educational outcomes, reverse causality is not likely. Still, future research should use a longitudinal design and follow families and individuals over time and use repeated observations of education, health, and well-being. Second, the current study controlled for a limited number of confounders. More research is needed while a more inclusive list of covariates are included (i.e., childhood SES, area level SES, and contextual factors such as racial composition). Third, this study relied on self-report of parental education which is prone to measurement bias. Forth, the data were old, as the NSAL was conducted between 2001 and 2003. Despite these methodological limitations, this study contributes to the existing knowledge on racial differences in the process of intergenerational social mobility \[[@B42-behavsci-08-00107],[@B77-behavsci-08-00107],[@B78-behavsci-08-00107],[@B84-behavsci-08-00107],[@B116-behavsci-08-00107],[@B117-behavsci-08-00107]\].

4.2. Future Research {#sec4dot2-behavsci-08-00107}
--------------------

The existing knowledge is very limited regarding how the intersections of race/ethnicity, class, and gender shape inequalities and disparities, and how the effects of one's social identity (e.g., race) depend on other social identities (e.g., gender). By taking an intersectionality approach, future research should study the nonlinear nature of interactions between various social identities that jointly operate and shape the health and well-being of subgroups of populations. To date, most of the research has focused on separate rather than combined and linear rather than nonlinear effects of race/ethnicity, gender, and class. In addition, more focus is given to lack of resources (e.g., poverty) rather than diminished return of available resources (e.g., educated and middle class families). It is also unknown what role contextual and individual factors such as discrimination, stress, segregation, neighborhood resources, labor market preferences, and poor quality of schooling in urban areas play in explaining the differences between African Americans and Whites in upward social mobility and gaining health from it. It is also not clear what role early exposure during childhood plays and what percentage of these racial heterogeneities are due to the disadvantage that accumulates over the life course. Future research may also define social mobility in terms of occupation, income, and wealth. Finally, more research is needed across cohorts and age groups on differences between Whites and African Americans in gaining tangible outcomes from upward social mobility. There is a need for test of replication of our results using more recent data, particularly on other markers of class and social mobility (e.g., income, wealth, and occupation).

5. Conclusions {#sec5-behavsci-08-00107}
==============

To conclude, our findings suggest that the effect of parental education attainment on intergenerational educational upward mobility is diminished for African American females compared to White females. As the effect of racism on social mobility is not the same for males and females, we advocate for application of an intersectionality approach for future research on race, gender, and social mobility/class.
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###### 

Descriptive statistics in the pooled sample and by race/ethnicity.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                 All\            African American\   Non-Hispanic White\                                    
                                 (*n* = 4461)    (*n* = 891)         (*n* = 891)                                            
  ------------------------------ --------------- ------------------- --------------------- -------------- ----------------- --------------
  Gender                                                                                                                    

  Male                           45.69 (0.01)    43.43--47.97        44.03 (0.01)          42.35--45.72   47.26 (0.02)      42.89--51.66

  Female                         54.31 (0.01)    52.03--56.57        55.97 (0.01) \*       54.28--57.65   52.74 (0.02)      48.34--57.11

                                 **Mean (SE)**   **95% CI**          **Mean (SE)**         **95% CI**     **Mean (SE)**     **95% CI**

  Age                            43.54 (0.71)    42.11--44.97        42.07(0.53)           40.98--43.16   44.90 (1.31) \*   42.10--47.70

  Parental Education (Years)     12.08 (0.18)    11.71--12.44        11.30(0.11)           11.08--11.53   12.75 (0.29) \*   12.13--13.36

  Own Education (Years)          13.13 (0.15)    12.83--13.43        12.69 (0.09)          12.51--12.87   13.51 (0.27) \*   12.94--14.08

  Educational Mobility (Years)   1.06 (0.13)     0.81--1.31          1.39 (0.08) \*        1.22--1.56     0.76 (0.21)       0.31--1.22
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Notes: Standard Error (SE), Confidence Interval (CI), \* *p* \< 0.05.
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###### 

Linear regressions between race, parental education attainment, and upward educational mobility.

                                               b(SE)         95% CI         t       *p*
  -------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ------- -------
  ***Model 1-a***                                                                   
  Race (African Americans)                     −0.29(0.22)   −0.72--0.15    −1.32   0.192
  Gender (Female)                              −0.16(0.15)   −0.47--0.15    −1.05   0.299
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.34(0.02)    0.30--0.39     16.13   0.000
  Age                                          0.01(0.00)    0.01--0.02     3.28    0.002
  Intercept                                    8.57(0.44)    7.69--9.45     19.61   0.000
  ***Model 2-a (Model 1-a + Interactions)***                                        
  Race (African Americans)                     1.25(0.46)    0.31--2.18     2.68    0.010
  Gender (Female)                              −0.15(0.16)   −0.46--0.17    −0.94   0.351
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.41(0.04)    0.33--0.48     11.00   0.000
  Age                                          0.01(0.00)    0.01--0.02     3.36    0.002
  Race × Parental Education (Years)            −0.13(0.04)   −0.21--−0.05   −3.18   0.003
  Intercept                                    7.76(0.54)    6.67--8.85     14.30   0.000
  ***Model 3-a (White Americans)***                                                 
  Gender (Female)                              −0.19(0.29)   −0.79--0.42    −0.65   0.523
  Age                                          0.40(0.04)    0.32--0.48     10.29   0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.01(0.01)    0.00--0.03     1.73    0.103
  Intercept                                    7.95(0.71)    6.44--9.46     11.20   0.000
  ***Model 4-a (African Americans)***                                               
  Gender (Female)                              −0.10(0.09)   −0.29--0.09    −1.08   0.286
  Age                                          0.29(0.02)    0.25--0.32     15.06   0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.02(0.00)    0.01--0.03     4.05    0.000
  Intercept                                    8.77(0.34)    8.07--9.47     25.46   0.000

Outcome: Own Education Attainment.
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###### 

Linear regressions between race, parental education attainment, and upward educational mobility in males.

                                               b(SE)         95% CI        t       *p*
  -------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------- -------
  ***Model 1-c***                                                                  
  Race (African Americans)                     −0.24(0.29)   −0.82--0.35   −0.81   0.420
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.34(0.04)    0.26--0.43    8.16    0.000
  Age                                          0.02(0.01)    0.00--0.03    2.36    0.023
  Intercept                                    8.34(0.64)    7.06--9.63    13.03   0.000
  ***Model 2-c (Model 1-c + Interactions)***                                       
  Race (African Americans)                     0.01(0.01)    0.00--0.03    2.26    0.028
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.35(0.05)    0.26--0.44    7.72    0.000
  Age                                          0.00 (-)                            
  Race × Parental Education (Years)            −0.03(0.02)   −0.07--0.02   −1.13   0.262
  Intercept                                    8.30(0.61)    7.08--9.52    13.66   0.000
  ***Model 3-c (White Americans)***                                                
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.40(0.07)    0.25--0.55    5.61    0.000
  Age                                          0.02(0.01)    −0.01--0.04   1.48    0.158
  Intercept                                    7.62(1.08)    5.32--9.91    7.08    0.000
  ***Model 4-c (African Americans)***                                              
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.28(0.03)    0.21--0.35    8.17    0.000
  Age                                          0.01(0.01)    0.00--0.03    2.73    0.010
  Intercept                                    8.89(0.01)    7.87--9.92    17.57   0.000

Outcome: Own Education Attainment.
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###### 

Linear regressions between race, parental education attainment, and upward educational mobility in females.

                                               b(SE)         95% CI         t       *p*
  -------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ------- -------
  ***Model 1-b***                                                                   
  Race (African Americans)                     −0.33(0.21)   −0.75--0.10    −1.55   0.128
  Age                                          0.34(0.03)    0.29--0.40     12.56   0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.01(0.00)    0.01--0.02     3.22    0.002
  Intercept                                    8.62(0.46)    7.69--9.56     18.55   0.000
  ***Model 2-b (Model 1-b + Interactions)***                                        
  Race (African Americans)                     1.35(0.62)    0.11--2.60     2.19    0.034
  Age                                          0.42(0.05)    0.31--0.52     8.18    0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.01(0.00)    0.01--0.02     3.36    0.002
  Race × Parental Education (Years)            −0.14(0.05)   −0.25--−0.03   −2.58   0.013
  Intercept                                    7.66(0.65)    6.35--8.97     11.74   0.000
  ***Model 3-b (White Americans)***                                                 
  Age                                          0.41(0.05)    0.30--0.52     7.82    0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.01(0.01)    0.00--0.02     1.48    0.159
  Intercept                                    8.00(0.74)    6.42--9.57     10.83   0.000
  ***Model 4-b (African Americans)***                                               
  Age                                          0.29(0.02)    0.24--0.34     12.41   0.000
  Parental Education (Years)                   0.02(0.01)    0.01--0.03     3.52    0.001
  Intercept                                    8.60(0.46)    7.67--9.52     18.86   0.000

Outcome: Own Education Attainment.
